
Lapse and Relapse Management

It is understandable that I had a setback because:

What I have learnt is:

With hindsight what I would do differently would be:

Therefore what I’ll do from now on is:

Other times I’m likely to be vulnerable (and will need to take more care):
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Whenever we try to put a new plan into action it is common
(even normal) to have setbacks.  A lapse is a brief return to old
uphelpful thoughts or behaviors.  A relapse is a more prolonged
return to old ways of thinking and behaving.

The most important thing is that we learn from each lapse or
relapse so that next time around we are in a stronger position.
Use this worksheet to learn from your setback.
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Work g� crazy, I neglected doing the things that I know help me stay on

top � my moods, I reverted back to some � my old coping strategies

(stopped seeing �iends, stopped going to the gym)

Keeping on top � my mental health is like keeping my car going - I have to do

the maintenance if I want to keep things running smo�hly

Talk to a �iend about how I was feeling, talk to my bo� about my workload

Manage stre�es in my life more proactively. Ask manager at work to help me

plan work, do more � what I know is good for me. Remind myself that everyone

struggles at time - be kinder to myself

When there is more going on than usual - more stre�es

If I haven’t taken a break in a long time (>3 months)
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